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A formula for the error of ﬁnite sinc-interpolation
over a ﬁnite interval
Jean-Paul Berrut
Abstract Sinc-interpolation is a very efﬁcient inﬁnitely differentiable approxi-
mation scheme from equidistant data on the inﬁnite line. It, however, requires
that the interpolated function decreases rapidly or is periodic. We give an error
formula for the case where neither of these conditions is satisﬁed.
Keywords Sinc-interpolation · Inﬁnitely differentiable
approximation scheme · Equidistant interpolation on the interval ·
Error formula
1 Introduction
Approximating a function f from a sample at equidistant abscissae is a
classical problem in engineering that gives rise to interesting mathematics
and recurrently leads to the publication of survey papers and books such as
[4, 5, 8, 9, 15]. One approach to Shannon’s sampling theory takes advantage of
the Lagrange property
S(kπ) =
{
1, k = 0,
0, k ∈ Z\{0},
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of the sinc function
S(x) := sin x
x
at the integer multiples of π to construct the cardinal interpolant
C( f, h)(x) :=
∞∑
n=−∞
S
[π
h
(x − xn)
]
fn (1.1)
from the sample values fn := f (xn) at the bi-inﬁnite sequence of equidistant
arguments xn = nh (thus including zero). If f decays rapidly enough at inﬁnity,
Shannon’s sampling theorem asserts that C( f, h) = f for h sufﬁciently small
if f is the restriction to IR of a function of exponential type (Paley–Wiener
class, [13], p. 22 ff.), while one has exponential convergence of C( f, h) when
f is analytic in a horizontal strip about IR ([13], p. 35 or [17], p. 136). These
facts make C( f, h) unarguably the most important inﬁnitely differentiable
interpolant between equidistant points on the inﬁnite line and on the circle,
where it is the trigonometric interpolant [1].
When applying (1.1) in practice, one must restrict oneself to ﬁnite sums,
which we will take here symmetric about 0 and make longer and longer to
improve accuracy. This may be done in at least two ways (and their combi-
nations): one may increase the number of terms for a ﬁxed h; alternatively,
and this will be our approach here, one may take a ﬁxed interval [−X, X] and
approximate C( f, h) of (1.1) with the ﬁnite interpolant
CN( f, h)(x) :=
N∑
n=−N
S
[π
h
(x − xn)
]
fn, h = XN . (1.2)
We are interested in the error CN( f, h) − f as a function of h for f ∈ C∞(IR)
(in fact, since we work only on a ﬁxed interval, f ∈ C∞[−X, X] is sufﬁcient).
Then one has CN( f, h) = C( f˜ , h) with
f˜ (x) :=
{
f (x), if |x| ≤ X,
0, otherwise.
To avoid the discontinuities at ±X, many authors, among them de la Vallée
Poussin [18], assume that f vanishes outside the interval under consideration,
i.e., that the support of f belongs to (−X, X). Here we will be concerned
with arbitrary functions f ∈ C∞(IR), thus also with those for which f˜ has a
jump at X and −X. To diminish the impact of the jump, and in the spirit
of Fourier series (see also [3], p. 95), we will replace the values f˜ (±X) by
the average values at the corresponding jumps, i.e., we will interpolate the
following function, again denoted by f :
f (x) :=
{
f˜ (x), if |x| < X,
f˜ (x)/2, otherwise. (1.3)
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Our interpolant CN( f, h) thus is the same as (1.2), up to the ﬁrst and last terms
which will be halved, an operation marked by a double prime appended to
the sum.
2 Preliminaries on numerical quadrature
A classical formula for estimating the integral I := ∫ X0 f (y)dy from an equi-
spaced sample fn := f (xn) of f at xn := nh, h := XN , is the trapezoidal rule
Th(I) := h∑Nn=0′′ fn, whose error is given by the Euler–Maclaurin formula
Th(I) − I =
“∞”∑
k=1
a2kh2k, a2k := B2k
(2k)!
[
f (2k−1)(X) − f (2k−1)(0)] , (2.1)
where the constants B2k are the Bernoulli numbers [2, 16]. The series-notation
“∞”∑
in (2.1) does not presume anything about convergence, it just expresses the
fact that there is no limit to k when f ∈ C∞ (in fact, the series does not usually
converge). If the highest even order of differentiability of f is 2m + 2, then the
error becomes
∑m
k=1 a2kh2k +O
(
h2m+2
)
[11].
“∞”∑
k=1
c2kh2k will here simply mean∑m
k=1 c2kh2k +O(h2m+2) for every m ∈ N.
If the abscissae do not include the endpoints, as with xn+ 12 := (n + 12 )h, n =
0, . . . , N − 1, then one possibility is the midpoint rule Mh(I) := h ·∑N−1n=0 fn+ 12 ,
whose error is
Mh(I) − I = −
“∞”∑
k=1
(1 − 21−2k)a2kh2k, (2.2)
with the same a2k as in (2.1) ([6], p. 139).
Euler–Maclaurin formulae have been given for Cauchy principal value
integrals Ix := PV
∫ X
0
f (y)
x−y dy as well. Restricting to analytic f ’s, Hunter [10]
has subtracted an analytically integrable X-periodic function with the behavior
of 1x−y at x, and so that the endpoint values of each of its derivatives coincide,
to obtain the formula
Th(Ix) = h
N∑
n=0
′′
fn
x − xn = Ix + π f (x) cot
π
h
x +
“∞”∑
k=1
a2k(x)h2k,
a2k(x) := B2k
(2k)!
[( f (y)
x − y
)(2k−1)
(X) −
( f (y)
x − y
)(2k−1)
(0)
]
. (2.3)
(Hunter gives also formulae for the case when x is one of the sample abscissae,
but this will not occur in our context.) Lyness [14] later noticed that the
subtraction function could be simply taken as πX f (x) cot[ πX (x − y)] and gave
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the O(h2m+1) term for f ∈ C2m+1; Elliott [7] ﬁxed a slight error in Lyness’
assumptions. Hunter also gave the corresponding formula for the midpoint
rule as
Mh(Ix)=h
N−1∑
n=0
fn+ 12
x − xn+ 12
= Ix − π f (x) tan πh x −
“∞”∑
k=1
(1 − 21−2k)a2k(x)h2k, (2.4)
with the a2k of (2.3). (Our signs do not match those of [10, 14] or [7] for we
integrate f (y)x−y instead of
f (y)
y−x , which changes all signs, including that of the
residue in [10].)
We will be concerned with formulae for symmetric integrals PV
∫ X
−X
f (y)
x−y dy.
Since the singular point is either in [−X, 0] or in [0, X] and if N is even, one
may simply add formula (2.1) and (2.3), resp. (2.2) and (2.4), for N2 to see that
(2.3) and (2.4) hold with 0 replaced by −X in a2k. (Another way of seeing
the same: if x ∈ [−X, 0], the change of variable y = z − X does not modify
the factor cot πh x in the derivative-free term in view of the π -periodicity of the
cotangent.)
However, this is not true when N is odd, as 0 is no longer an integration node
of the trapezoidal rule. That same change of variable yields PV
∫ X
−X
f (y)
x−y dy =
PV
∫ 2X
0
f (z−X)
x+X−z dz and, in view of X = N2 h, the derivative-free term becomes
π f (x) cot
[
π
h (x + X)
] = −π f (x) tan πh x in (2.3) and −π f (x) tan [πh (x + X)] =
π f (x) cot
[
π
h (x)
]
in (2.4): these terms exchange place in the formulae.
3 The error formula
We now turn to our aim, namely that of ﬁnding a formula for CN( f, h) − f for
f in (1.3). One immediately sees that CN( f, h) may be written as [1, 12, 18]
CN( f, h)(x) = h
π
sin
π
h
x
N∑
n=−N
′′
(−1)n fn
x − xn . (3.1)
The right-hand expression may be interpreted as a difference of quadrature
formulae of Section 2 with step 2h:
CN( f, h)(x) = 12π sin(
π
h
x)(−1)N(T2h(Ix) − M2h(Ix)),
Ix = PV
∫ X
−X
f (y)
x − ydy (3.2)
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(the factor (−1)N cares for the sign at the extremal nodes in dependence on
the parity of N). But, with h˜ := 2h and if N is even so that T2h and M2h cover
an even number of intervals,
Th˜(Ix) = Ix + π f (x) cot
π
h˜
x +
“∞”∑
k=1
a2k(x)˜h2k,
Mh˜(Ix) = Ix − π f (x) tan
π
h˜
x −
“∞”∑
k=1
(1 − 21−2k)a2k(x)˜h2k.
For odd N the exchange of the derivative-free terms in T2h and M2h introduces
another factor (−1)N in their difference.
Subtracting, using the trigonometric identity tan α + cot α = 2/ sin 2α, and
simplifying yield the ﬁrst version of the formula alluded to in the title,
CN( f, h)(x) = f (x) + (−1)
N
2π
sin
2π
h˜
x
“∞”∑
k=1
b 2k(x)˜h2k,
b 2k(x) := 2(1 − 2−2k)a2k(x), (3.3)
where the a2k(x) are given by (2.3) with 0 replaced by −X.
The oscillatory sine-factor in front of the sum vanishes at every xn, reﬂecting
the interpolation property. On the other hand, it complicates the practical
interpretation of the formula. For a given x and a ﬁxed number P of terms
in the sum, it is namely possible to pick a sequence of h for which the factor is
growing toward 1 from a value close to 0. To avoid this, one may take a factor
h˜ in front of the sine to get
CN( f, h)(x) = f (x) + (−1)NxS
(
2π
h˜
x
) “∞”∑
k=1
b 2k(x)˜h2k−1. (3.4)
Now, as h → 0, since S( 2π
h˜
x
) ↓ 0, the above effect, though not to be ignored
for small P, disappears asymptotically.
Summarizing we have the following.
Theorem 3.1 Let f ∈ C∞[−X, X] be interpolated on the interval [−X, X] by
the sinc-interpolant CN( f, h) in (3.1) with N ∈ N, h = XN and xn = nh. Then the
difference CN( f, h) − f is given by formula (3.3) or, equivalently, (3.4).
The extended version of this paper will contain the corresponding formulae
for the more involved case of an even number of interpolation points. In the
study by Berrut (First applications of a formula for the error of ﬁnite sinc-
interpolation, in preparation) we will give ﬁrst applications.
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